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Maluna Moonlight - The Little
Goodnight Fairy
MALUNA MONDSCHEIN, DIE KLEINE GUTENACHT-FEE
Andrea Schütze

TARGET AUDIENCE
Preschool, 3 – 6 years
GENRE
Animation
FORMAT
Feature film or series

Meet Maluna, the charming, but capricious Goodnight fairy who lives in the Enchanted Forest.
Maluna Moonlight has lots of friends and these stories are all about their funny adventures. What will happen
to the little bear on Wild Weather Day? Why does a rainbow suddenly appear when Father Wizard
experiments with colours? And most important: What happens on children’s day, when the little goodnight
fairy leaves the Enchanted Forest to enter the world of humans?
The Maluna Moonlight-series was a huge success from the very beginning and is now accompanied by an even
more successful merchandise series.

Publisher: Ellermann
Year of publication:
publication : 2014
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With Zorro Through the Night
MIT ZORRO DURCH DIE NACHT
Andrea Hensgen

TARGET AUDIENCE
6-10 years
GENRE
Drama, Fantasy
FORMAT
Feature film or TV-Movie

Z orro,
orro, your friend in need!
A young boy has to come to terms with his grief about the recent death of his mother and gets a little
supernatural help.
Matti is just like any other boy. He plays football, hangs out with his friends after school and has some issues
with maths. But then something incredible happens one full moon night: ZORRO appears in front of his
window. Zorro, who only looks like the character Matti knows from the films but seems to be a boy, too. Still,
Zorro knows everything about Matti and his life, he even knows about his mother.... And for every problem,
Zorro has a solution. Until one night Matti’s trust in him is put to the test when Zorro makes an unusual
request …

Publisher: Magellan
Year of publication:
publication : 2016
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Mr. Bat‘s Masterpiece
MR. BATS MEISTERSTÜCK
Christine Nöstlinger

TARGET AUDIENCE
Family Entertainment, 7+ years
GENRE
Comedy, Fantasy
FORMAT
Feature film or TV-Movie, Series

A rejuvenating potion with an amazing effect!
Who is the mysterious Mr Bat? He has a rejuvenation potion to offer Robby’s grandma. He doesn’t know very
much about the potion, however, as the recipe came from a long-dead ancestor of his. Robby's grandma who feels very old and doesn’t like it one bit - goes straight ahead and drinks the whole bottle in one sip. To
Robby’s amazement, she turns into a five-year-old girl within the space of a few seconds! Things have gone a
little too far for Robby’s taste, but there’s only one person who can reverse the transformation: Mr Bat’s
ancient ancestor in the past. Lucky for them, Mr. Bat has invented a time-machine...

Publisher: Oetinger
Year of publication:
publication : 2003
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When My Father Wanted to Marry
Anna Salmon’s Mother
ALS MEIN VATER DIE MUTTER DER ANNA LACHS HEIRATEN WOLLTE
Christine Nöstlinger

TARGET AUDIENCE
Family Entertainment, 8-11 years
GENRE
Comedy
FORMAT
Feature film or TV-Movie

Yikes, my father has a girlfriend! DoubleDouble -Yikes: She has a daughter that I am supposed to like!
Which is worse? When your father suddenly brings a new woman home or when this new woman also has a
daughter, and that daughter is such a cow as Anna? At least Anna is as unhappy about their parents’
relationship as Cornelius is. Together, the two simply must think of some way of splitting their parents up. A
delightful, heartwarming book by the great Christine Nöstlinger, all about children’s worries and prejudices,
and a book about friendship that can be found in the most unlikely places….

Publisher: Oetinger
Year of publication:
publication : 2013
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The Worst Mothers in the World
DIE SCHRECKLICHSTEN MÜTTER DER WELT
Sabine Ludwig

TARGET AUDIENCE
Family Entertainment, 8-11 years
GENRE
Adventure, Comedy, Fantasy
FORMAT
Feature film or Series

Strange women on the loose! The mystery of the vanished mothers.
Nothing could be more obvious: Emily, Bruno and Sofia definitely have the worst mothers in the world. Emily
constantly needs to help her chaotic mum out of a tight spot, Bruno is forced to play the piano against his will,
and Sofia can never do anything right in her mum’s eyes. The three enter a competition on the “Terrible
Mothers”-website and suddenly, miraculously, their mothers disappear and are replaced by friendly women
who can read the children’s every wish from their lips. But there’s something not quite right about these
substitute mothers, even if no one else besides the children seems to care. They have to start looking for their
mothers on their own!
An original, humorous suspense-packed detective story – that expresses just what children feel!

Publisher: Dressler
Year of publication:
publication : 2009
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Thabo. Detective & Gentleman:
The Rhino-Case
THABO. DETEKTIV & GENTLEMAN: DER NASHORNFALL
Kirsten Boie

TARGET AUDIENCE
Family Entertainment, 9+ years
GENRE
Adventure, Crime
FORMAT
Feature film (A series of films)

The true Gentleman not only talks,
talks, but acts as well!
well !
Thabo lives at the Lion Park game reserve in Swasiland, where his uncle Vusi works as a ranger. Thabo really
wants to be a private investigator like his idol Miss Marple, but unfortunately, there isn't really much crime in
Hlatikulu. Little does he know, things are about to change…
A new masterpiece by bestselling author Kirsten Boie and the first book of a series that draws the reader deep
into the African landscape and into the reality of the people and children who live there.

Publisher: Oetinger
Year of publication:
publication : 2016

VOLUME 2: The Crocodile-Spoor

VOLUME 3: The Cattle-Thief

Coming soon
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Salon Salami
SALON SALAMI. EINER IST IMMER BESONDERS
Benjamin Tienti

TARGET AUDIENCE
Family Entertainment, 9+ years
GENRE
Dramedy
FORMAT
Feature film or TV-Movie, Series

The Crime: A bank holdhold- up. The weapon: A kitchen knife. The perpetrator: A 1212- year old girl!
Well, sometimes life is somewhat ... colorful: Hani Salmani (no, not salami) is twelve, has a little brother, her
mom is gone and her father is cutting hair at the hair salon of Uncle Ibo, while Ibo pursues other, more
crooked plans. As Hani finds out that her mother is in fact serving time and uncle Ibo might be the cause of it,
she comes up with a really crazy plan…

Publisher: Dressler
Year of publication:
publication : 2017
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They Call Me Anteater
MAN NENNT MICH AMEISENBÄR
Christine Nöstlinger

TARGET AUDIENCE
Youth
GENRE
Dramedy, Coming-of-age
FORMAT
Feature film or TV-Movie

Beauty is in the eye of the beholder!
When Thesi was small, she didn’t know she had mousy eyes, a huge nose and a chin that isn’t really a chin at
all. It was only when she started school that she realized there must be something wrong with her face. In this
lively, funny story that remains realistic and credible from start to finish, Christine Nöstlinger tells how Thesi
nevertheless learns to accept her looks in the end.

Publisher: Oetinger
Year of publication:
publication : 1986
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Lil April – My Life and Other
Disasters
LIL APRIL - MEIN LEBEN UND ANDERE MISSGESCHICKE
Stephanie Gessner

TARGET AUDIENCE
Young Adults
GENRE
Coming-of-age, Comedy
FORMAT
Feature film or TV-Movie

Family chaos meets first love.
Chaos reigns in Lil’s family: five kids, a dog, an au-pair girl and two scatterbrained parents that demand Lil’s
round-the-clock attention. And as if she didn’t already have enough to think about, there’s the new boy who’s
moved in next door.
But when her father starts behaving very strangely, she’s suddenly rather glad that she’s not an only child after
all...

Publisher: Magellan
Year of publication:
publication : 2016
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Damn Chaos in the Microcosm
DAS VERDAMMTE CHAOS IM MIKROKOSMOS
Anke Weber

TARGET AUDIENCE
Young Adults
GENRE
Coming-of age, Dark Comedy
FORMAT
Feature film or TV-Movie

Welcome to Life. And Death. And everything in between.
Inspired by something she read on a packet of Cornflakes and fearful of losing her beloved home, 16-year-old
Milla decides to keep the death of the grandfather she grew up with a secret. Milla buries his body in the
garden and only confides in her best friends. Soon after, she meets Tim. Tim is terminally ill, and he and Milla
even plan the details of his funeral together. But the better she knows Tim, the more the two feel drawn to
each other and discover how wonderful life can be.
Fresh and endearing, optimistic and life affirming with a likeable heroine and a cool guy who’s pretty
irresistible! A book about death, friendship and first love!

Publisher: Oetinger
Year of publication:
publication : 2015
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Nashville or Playing With Wolves
NASHVILLE ODER DAS WOLFSSPIEL
Antonia Michaelis

TARGET AUDIENCE
Young Adults
GENRE
Thriller
FORMAT
Feature film or Mini-Series

Breathtaking! An amazing story of love and betrayal.
Inside a cubby hole under the eaves of her new student flat in Tübingen, 18-year-old Svenja finds a scruffy 11year-old boy, who seems unable or unwilling to speak. She decides to let him stay and calls him Nashville
because that’s what’s printed on his T-shirt. When a series of murders targeting homeless people rocks the
city, Svenja begins to feel uneasy. Could Nashville, who keeps on mysteriously disappearing, have something
to do with it all? Very soon, she realises that not only Nashville’s life is in danger, but her own, too.
An amazing thriller from multi-award-winning author Antonia Michaelis; a captivating and gripping story of
love, longing, fears and friends who cannot be trusted.

Publisher: Oetinger
Year of publication:
publication: 2013
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When You Forget ▪ Guilt Burns ▪ In Your Heart
WENN DU VERGISST
BRENNT DIE SCHULD
IN DEINEM HERZ
Heidrun Wagner /
Miri D’Oro

TARGET AUDIENCE
Young Adults
GENRE
Thriller
FORMAT
Feature film or Mini-Series, Interactive series

Who are you? What do you know? Draw to save your life!
life!
Imagine waking up and no longer knowing who you are.
Imagine that your drawings reveal fragments of memory filled with pain and darkness.
Imagine that you have a secret that has destroyed your whole life.
Imagine that with someone by your side you could make a fresh start.
Would you want to remember?
Revolutionary, new and different: In When You Forget, words and pictures form the combined narrative in the
story of Zoe, whose entire memories are erased from one day to the next.

Publisher: Oetinger34
Year of publication:
publication : 2016 and 2017
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Lost Places
LOST PLACES
Johannes Groschupf

TARGET AUDIENCE
Young Adults
GENRE
Thriller
FORMAT
Feature film or Mini-Series

Take nothing but pictures, leave nothing but your footprints.
Berlin teenagers Chris, Moe, Kaya, Steven and Lennart are urban explorers, who go rummaging round disused
factories, empty houses and dilapidated hospitals at night. But what starts out as an exciting adventure soon
becomes a dangerous undertaking because the deserted buildings hold not only charms, but terrors, too.
When the friends discover a dead body in a building that’s all demolished, they begin to suspect that the
Bandidos motorbike gang must be behind it. And then suddenly things start to get really dangerous…
Breathtaking, disturbing, gripping. Immerse yourself in the hidden world of lost places!

Publisher: Oetinger
Year of publication:
publication: 2013
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Lost Boy
LOST BOY
Johannes Groschupf

TARGET AUDIENCE
Young Adults
GENRE
Thriller
FORMAT
Feature film or Mini-Series

Lost in the tunnels of forgetfulness!
When Lennart wakes up at Hamburg Central Station, it’s night-time and he has no idea where he is, or who he
is, or how he got there. With a photo of an unknown girl in his pocket as his only clue, he sets out in search of
his identity and his apparently lost love. His journey takes him into Berlin’s club scene and ever closer to his
past. Bit by bit, he discovers that he has become hopelessly addicted to the musical manipulations of the
charismatic but dangerous DJ Bulgur. Will Lennart be able to escape his influence?

Publisher: Oetinger
Year of publication:
publication : 2016

VOLUME 3: Lost Girl

LOST GIRL
Don’t believe your eyes –
they will betray you.

September 2017
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Even Closer
EVEN CLOSER
Pia Sara / Tine Körner

TARGET AUDIENCE
Young Adults
GENRE
Drama, Dance, Romance
FORMAT
Feature film or Series

The
The heat is on
on in Hamburg! Feli & Lucy: two perspectives, two stories, inextricably intertwined.
intertwined.
Feli is new to the city and on her very first night she meets a man at a student party whose acquaintance will
have serious consequences for her. The stranger – mysterious, sexy and outrageously arrogant – plays a
dangerous game with her.
Lucy is in a steady relationship and very happy. She is about to start her studies at the renowned Stage
School, a School for the Performing Arts, for which she won a scholarship. But standards there are high, and
anyone wishing to make it to the top must be prepared to make sacrifices.
A steamy flirtation with a stranger, a first serious relationship, the feeling that your best friend could be much
more than that… Two girls whose stories are inextricably bound together. And the kinds of topics that young
people care about: flat-sharing, music, dancing, secret dreams and plenty of sexy stuff!

Publisher: Oetinger34
Year of publication:
publication : 2016 and 2017
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Kings & Fools
KINGS & FOOLS
Silas Matt
Matthes / Nathalie Matt

TARGET AUDIENCE
Young Adults
GENRE
High Fantasy, Adventure, Romance
FORMAT
Feature film or Series

A king who cannot die and his kingdom full of shadows.
Four young people – but one destiny.
A kingdom in which knowledge is prohibited and an underground boarding school, which preserves as much
knowledge as possible. Thither teenagers are abducted by hooded men. Four of them soon are going on a
dangerous search. Among them two whose love can not be. But their mission is more important: to find the
rightful heir to the throne of the kingdom!
A modern high-fantasy series with elements of mystery for readers who simply cannot get enough of »Game of
Thrones«!
An exceptional project from young writers Silas Matthes and Natalie Matt mentored by bestselling author
Bernhard Hennen (The Elven series)
Six Volumes altogether.

Publisher: Oetinger34
Year of publication:
publication : 2015 and 2016
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CONTACT DETAILS
Rights Management and Licensing
Ulrike Düwert
Phone: +49 (0)40 - 607 909 960
E-Mail: u.duewert@verlagsgruppe-oetinger.de

Anna Zielasko
Phone: +49 (0)40 - 607 909 933
E-Mail: a.zielasko@verlagsgruppe-oetinger.de

WWW.FILMRECHTE.COM
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